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The University of Maine at Orono student newspaper since 1875

Thursday, September 19, 1985

Campus Corner pub's future depends on success
by Jessica Lowell
Staff Writer
Campus Corner, known as the Ram's
Horn until last spring, will open its
doors Wednesday, according to comanager Karen Boucher.
"It's a do or die situation for us this
year," said Boucher, a senior business
major. "Residential Life will discontinue
Campus Corner after this year if it isn't
a success."
Boucher cited a slow start and inconsistent programming last year (under a
former manager) as the reasons why
Campus Corner did not get a lot of exposure on campus.
Unlike last year, entertainment will
now be offered on a regular basis, she
said. Former Campus Corner employee
Mark Vermeal, a senior forest business
administration major, said not many
people knew about the pub last year.
"It was promoted mainly in York
Complex, not anywhere else. It was a
new place, and new places take time to
catch on," he said.
Vermeal said the entertainment offered last war was "low-key." He said
the building was used as a study area on
weekdays and as a pub on Friday nights.
Boucher said this year entertainment
is scheduled for Wednesday through
Saturday nights.
"Wednesday night will be movie night.

Thursday night there will be dancing
with a disc jockey. Friday night is pub
night, and Saturday night we will have
alternative entertainment.
"Friday night will be the only night
that we will serve alcohol. It's the only
night we have a liquor license for,"
said Boucher.
Greg Stone, director of York Complex,
said he hopes the non-alcoholic programs offered by Campus Corner
become popular, "since the majority of
the students are tinder 21"
Stone said Campus Corner would be
open to all students.
Ross Moriarty director of Residential
Life said he thought the non-alcoholrelated activities at Campus Corner were
a good idea for alternate entertainment.
Moriarty also said if Campus Corner
does not succeed this year, it will be
closed.
"I think it's fair to say that if
something doesn't work, we should certainly try something else there," said
Moriarty.
Moriarty said use of the building
depends on what the students living in
York Apartments want. "some of the
money they pay for rent goes to the
upkeep of the building "
Boucher said there will be no cover
charge, except on nights when a disc
jockey will be there.

UMO students don't
like new tuition policy
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
The new tuition policy requiring
UMO students to pay-for each credit
hour over the traditional 15 per
semester has met with negative reactions from students.
Effective spring semester 1986,
some students at UMO taking up to
18 credit hours could be paying as
much as $524.40 more per semester
than in past years.
Several students disagree with the
policy change because they often take
more than 15 credits every semester.
Paul Marshall, a senior chemical
engineering student, said he can
understand the new system, but that
does not approve of it.
"This is the first semester I've only
had 15 credits," Marshall said.
"Next semester I'll have to take 17, so
I don't approve of it," he said.
According to Joan Dutra, a senior
majoring in sociology, she is against
the new system.
"I'm taking 12 credits right now,
and would never take over 15,"
Dutra said, "but I think it will affect
some people badly, especially the out
of state students." Dutra said it didn't
bother her that some students were
taking extra credit hours without having to pay for them.
"Some people really need to finish
in two and a half years," Dutra ex-

plained, "and I think it's too harsh a
penalty (to pay for extra credit hours)
when you're trying to save time and
money," Mara said.
Susan Anderson, a junior business
major, said she will be carrying 16
credits next semester and is against
the increase
Students also said they were surprised that they had not been charged extra for taking 18 credits,in the
past.
None of the students interviewed
said they were in favor of the change.
According to University of Maine
board of trustees member James
Rowers, the policy was changed
because "we figured we were lcsing
several million dollars through the
(current) system."
Bowers said the board was also expecting more money than was
allocated through the legislature,and
had "talked about (increasing tuition
rates) a year ago."
According to university officials,
the new rates could saw UMO as
much as $900,000 in the first year.
Under the old system, students taking over 15 credit hours were not
charged for the extra credits.
When the new policy takes effect,
Bowers said, students will pay for
each credit hour taken, so "if you're
taking 16 credits, you'll be charged for
16."

The Campus Corner, formerly known as the Ram's Horn, will be reopening Wednesday and its success will determine its future.(Armentrou( photo)

Bears' den liquor license
permits sale of hard liquor
agreed it could conceivably serve mixed
by Dawn Daigle
drinks.
Staff Writer
"At the moment only beer and wine
Although the Bears' Den can legally
sold because that's what the (BOT)
are
serve mixed drinks in addition to the
approved," Lint said. The idea of serbeer and wine it currently sells, H. Ross
ving mixed drinks at the den was first
Moriarty, UMO director of Residential
considered two sears ago, Moriarty said.
Life, said hard liquor will probably not
The concept was never discussed outbe sold at the campus pub for at least
side of Residential Life staff meetings,
a few years.
because some staff members questionMoriarty said, "The Bears' Den coned the need to serve hard liquor at the
ceivably could serve mixed drinks
den.
because it holds a Class A license,"
BOT member James Bowers said it
which legally allows the sale of beer,
was possible for the den to serve mixed
wine and drinks made with hard liquor, drinks
if the proposal "went through all
such as vodka, gin and rum. This, the channels."
however, probably will not be the case
"If the administration approved it,
until UMO administrators and members
then (the DOT)probably would pass it.
of the UMaine board of trustees change
We (the BOT) want to try to preserve
their policy on what is to be served at campus autonomy," Bowers
said.
the den.
UMO students seem to favor the idea
The original proposal made by
of having mixed drinks at the den.
students for the establistunent of the den_
"I think it would be a good idea,"
provided for the sale of beer and wine,
but not for the sale of mixed drinks, said Ed Dews, a senior mechanical
Moriarty said.
engineering major.
This proposal was approved by the
"It would probably draw business to
the den," Dews said, "It would proBUT in 1978.
The liquor license the den operates vide a wider variety (of alcoholic
under also covers fraternities, Catering beverages) and would make the den a
and Conferences and the University better place to go to relax."
Club. This license is held by the BOT.
Dick Clark, a junior sociology major,
The catering service and the Univer- said he thought it would be a good idea.
"People have to go out to bars off
sity Club, a private club to which only
faculty, staff and alumni who choose to campus to buy mixed drinks," Clark
pay dues may belong, may serve mixed saierd rather see people walking
drinks because the sale of hard liquor around drunk than driving drunk."
"If you give people more of a variety
was included in the original proposal for
the catering service, Moriarty said.
(at the den), then they'll probably stay
Claire Lint, manager of the den, on campus," Clark said.
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Non-traditional student group officially recognized
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
A new organization titled the Nontraditional Student Issues Group was officially recognized by UMO Friday.
NTSIG is an autonomous organization from the university but is working
in cooperation with the Off-Campus
Board and Student Services, said Garry
Higgins, a founder of the group.
Interest in NTSIG began with a problem non-traditional students were having with the health insurance policy for
their dependants, Higgins said.
Last semester the students paid a $90
fee for themselves and $133 for each
dependant. This semester insurance
companies were changed and students
were faced with a fee of $220 for a better health plan but non-traditional
students were to be charged a flat rate
of $1,540 which included themselves and
their families, Higgins said.
The group was initially formed at this
point so that the non-traditional

students could watch changes in univer- up 28 percent of the students at UMO,
sity policies that affected them and Higgins said.
Both Higgins and another member of
represent themselves, Higgins said.
two
the group, Michael Nordman, said nonThe unhersity gave the students
traditional students have been underinsurance
health
weeks to find a better
represented in the Student Senate and
did.
they
plan and
both plan to run in the Sept. 26 Student
have
students
"Most non-traditional
elections.
Senate
a wife and one kid which doesn't make
Government President Paul
Student
the university plan affordable," Higsaid that there are no 'seats
Conway
gins said.
designated specifically for nonHiggins has three dependants and
traditional students, but they can run for
found it cheaper to use the university
any general senate seat.
health plan in the end "but at least we
In previous years there have been three
have an option," he said.
or four seats occupied by non-traditional
Officially recognized by the universi- students out of 55 possible, Conway
ty as an organization NTSIG has now -said.
begun the process of being recognized by
Conway said Higgins and Nordman
the student government. A form has to running for the Student Senate was "An
be filled out which takes anywhere from excellent display of personal inceneight months to a year to be approved tive."
before the organization is eligible for
Conway said it was a goal of his adfunding, Higgins said.
ministration, "to involve as many
Non-traditional students are either segments of the student body as possimarried or over the age of 24 and make ble (in student government),"

Classifieds - -

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
OPUS / 119? Off Pk"PERSONALS'REX ANP
>SR X NE NO57,166
9TORY
„

There are many issues NTSIG is concerned with at the present time. The one
thing that they have accomplished is the
health insurance option.
Some other items NTSIG is addressing is getting a full-time, non-traditional
students lounge Presently they are
alloted the South Bangor Lounge in the
Memorial Union for a few hours a few
days a week, Higgins said.
Another issue is that there is no place
for non-traditional students to stay overnight on campus. Chadbourne Hall used to have rooms that could be rented
for a few dollars a night, but now
students would have to go to a hotel,
Higgins said.
Other things being discussed are: 1)
the possibility of admitting adult
dependents of non-traditional students
to the Cutler Health Center for $70, 2)
recognition of Onward Bound Classes,
and 3)improved initial course counseling, Higgins said.
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Alcohol abuse is a serious problem,---up-to our responsibilites as a corporate
citizenThis is not the first time we have
particularly among people who are not of
been involved in community concerns.
in
stores
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7-Eleve
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age.
legal drinking
We've been involved with you in the
this area want to help do something
Special Olympics. We enlisted
Maine
assure
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in the support of the State's
aid
your
of
sale
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regarding
that the laws
mentally handicapped. and, through your
alcoholic beverages to those not of legal
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drinking age are upheld in our stores. We
over
$14.000 within the state of Maine.
age
are
who
customers
are asking our
Now we ask your cooperation and suptwenty-five and younger to have a photo
port in helping us adhere to the law. If
driver's license or Maine issued photo
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1985 job market falling short of expectations
of
off. Then you're left with hordes of - "There seems to be a re-evaluation
"From all one reads, computer science
BETHLEHEM,PA(CPS)— The job
students who jump on the band wagon the liberal arts (graduate)," says the
market for 1985 college graduates which is the place to be," Kayser admits.
late, and exit into a glutted field," CPC's Kayser. "These students have
too
biggest
the
of
one
"But in our survey
many experts hoped would boom this
analytical and communications skills,
he says.
year "remains better than last year, but surprises was the lack of movement in
are able to see the big picture"
were
falls far short of some of our earlier this category," she notes. "There
Colleges should do more to warn and
s are recognizing this.
Employer
year
last
than
offers
more
contends.
students of the changes, Levin
predictions," the College Placement only a handful
"It's not all that difficult to project,
Council's(CPC)annual year-end Salary -- 3,796, up from 3,773 in 1984 — and
"In fact, anyone who can combine a
salary.
average
in
increase
percent
1.8
a
has
Survey
found.
because there's typically a seven-to-nine technical discipline with a liberal arts
And most of that was eked out at the
year cycle between when a discipline is background is the marketable graduate
The unexpected downturn especially
- year."
the
of
end
demand and when it reaches its frui- of the future," Stanford's Levin said.
in
for some high tech majors also has conng majors also are enduring
Engineeri
tion," he says.
vinced some experts that colleges aren't
a less-than robust job market.
"That way you come out with the
Liberal arts majors, recently thought
doing enough to guide students through
congraduates
ng
write and comengineeri
Petroleum
to have the worse job prospects of ability to read and
changing demands in the job market.
are always good
which
tinued to attract the highest average
clearly
municate
anyone, enjoyed the most improved job
Last spring college placement officials salary, $30,996. Chemical engineers were
apply that to
can
you
and
have
to
market this year, getting four-to-seven skills
predicted 1985 would be a banner year
area!"
getting
group,
technical
s
r
the next most prosperou
percent increases in pay and job offers. your particula
for new graduates looking for their first
NM MN
MB
an
=i
NM
by
=I
followed
$28,428,
of
offers
average
=I UM OM =I
JIM MMMMMMMMMMM
jobs, breaking the market out of a electrical engineers, who averaged
decade-long slump.
$27,396.
Instead, 1985 has been "an indifferent
But the increases generally didn't keep
year," says Judith Kayser„ CPC's up with the inflation rate.
manager of statistical services.
Egineers also showed disappointing
She blames the nation's "listless" three-to-five percent gains in the number
economy.
of job offers they got. .
-Accounting and marleting majors got
from
over
carry
a
was
"This probably
more offers and four to 16 percent salary
the recession," she speculates. "So
General business majors,
increases.
many employers were adversely affected
14 percent fewer offers
drew
however,
scars
the
(by the 1980 recession), and
haven't healed. Despite the economic ex- and only five percent salary increases.
• Day passes are $25
Masters of business administration
pansion in the last two and one-half
Only $199 if purchased
years, we haven't been able to shake the graduates had the worn spring of all: 20
• Ski only 8 times and
Sept. 30, 1985
before
starting
flat
and
offers
job
fewer
percent
"
attitude.
cautious
your pass is paid for!
salaries.
Or $225 is purchased
Overall, companies made 44,479 job
The abrupt cooling of the hot majors
offers to new grads this year, up from
before Oct. 31, 1985
alarmed some observers, who fret
has
42,393 offers in 1984.
more
colleges and placement experts are
Starting salaries rose an average of interested in offering popular degrees
three to five percent above last year's than marketable ones.
• Make checks payable to
UMO Student P::1
level, the CPC reports.
that
hear
"Students in high school
Sugarloaf Mountain
required
But some recently "hot" business and jobs are good in particular areas such as
Corp.
computer science degrees didn't attract computer science, and they flock into
many offfers, the survey shows.
colleges to get degrees in those
Computer science majors, who for the disciplines," explains Henry Levin, a
past few years have enjoyed abundant Stanford sociologist and job market
job offers and top starting salaries, did expert.
"But soon this bulge of majors fills
only marginally better than their
1984.
demand, and the market tapers back
of
the
ors
predecess
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3:00-5:00 — Thursday club annual
12:15 — Back in school workshop
fall tea — President's House.
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Booth, Memorial Union.
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World/U.S. News
u
1.
Britain wants to stop diplomatic expulsions
LONDON (AP) — Britain called a
halt Wednesday to the exchange of
diplomatic expulsions that began when
the KGB's top agent in London defected.
The end came after the Soviet Union
ordered six more Britons out, making
the score 31-31.
The Kremlin, in its first major
diplomatic imbroglio since Mikhail S.
Gorbachev assumed power March 11,
took the unusual decision to retaliate in
— equal numbers to Britain's expulsion of
25 alleged Soviet spies last Thursday and
six more on Monday.

The Foreign Office said after Moscow
completed the second round Wednesday
that it would not evict any more Soviets,
insisting that it had not backed down
and that Britain had come out ahead.
The cycle of ejections reduced the
number of British citizens in Moscow
from 103 to 72 and the number of
Soviets in London from 234 to 203.
Britain started the scrap by expelling
25 alleged Soviet agents last Thursday on
information provided by Oleg A. Gordievski, 45, identified by the Foreign Office as the KGB station chief in Britain

Britain said Gordievski's defection
who aereaea recenuy anu received
it a major gain in the East-West ingave
reported
is
Gordievski
political asylum.
to have been a double agent for up to telligence contest. The KGB agent "was
in a position to know full details of
15 years.
- Soviet intelligence activities and personSir Geoffrey Howe, Britain's foreign nel in this country," the Foreign Ofsecretary, said Vkdnesday in London: fice said.
"The Soviet Union must bear the full
Britain's hope for better relations was
responsibility for this lamentable
Wednesday when the Foreign
evidenced
United
to
episode. This severe setback
that Howe still intendconfirmed
Office
our
of
not
was
relations
-Soviet
Kingdom
new Soviet foreign
the
with
meet
to
ed
choosing."
minister, Eduard A. Shevardnadze, next
Both he and Thatcher expressed hope week in New York. Both will be attenthat relations would improve over the ding the 40th anniversary session of the
U.N. General Assembly
long run.

Latest defector in spy scandal suspected for years
BONN, West Germany (AP) — The
government rejected a request to tap the
telephone of a couple who defected to
East Germany, although the husband
had been suspected of spying for years,
an Interior Ministry official said
Wednesday.
The defections of Herbert and HertaAstrid Willner were announced Tuesday.
She was a secretary in Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's office and he worked for
a foundation linked to a party in the
conservative government coalition.

West Germany's growing spy scandal
began early in August with the first
several defections and there are increasing demands that Interior Minister
Friedrich Zimmerman resign.
One defector was Hans-Joachim
Tiedge, the man in charge of catching
East German spies.
Hans Neusel, the ministry official,
told a news conference that Herbert
Willner had been under surveillance
sporadically for 12 years and Tiedge,

who defected Aug. 19, was in charge ckf
the case.
He said Kohl was informed Aug. 28
that Mrs. Winner was being watched
because her husband was
supectd-ofying Germany,
for communist East
but agreed with ministry officials that
there was not enough evidence to justify
tapping the couple's phone or reading
their mail. Mrs. Willner, 45, was a
secretary in the domestic affairs department of the chancellery.
By that time the Willners were out of

the country. They left Aug. 12 for a vacation in Spain and are believed to have
gone to East Germany at the end of the
month, Neusel said, adding that Tiedge
may have warned them.
Hans-Juergen Foerster, a spokesman
for chief federal prosecutor Kurt Rebmann, said a search of the Willners'
apartment revealed equipment that
could be used for spying, including a
container suitable for concealing
microfilm, sensitive documents and a
large amount of money.
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24 Hour Wrecker
Days 866-2311
Nights 866-5611

• Complete Auto Service
and Analyzing

I

The New Alcohol Free Night Club

$2.79

Meister Brau

I

103 Park Street
(Formerly Time Out)

plus tax & dep.

1 liter bottles

$2 with Student I.D.
with

"We're here to help U.M.O. and the
greater Orono area!"

* Band Starts At 8:30 p.m. *

FREDERICK R. CUNNINGHAM, OWNER

Friday, September 20

CUNNINGHAM'S UNIVERSITY MOTORS
•

Live Radio Broadcast

2 Main Street
ORONO. MAINE 04473

W.(Woody) Wood, Manager
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4'4* PEACE CORPS
Attention All Returned
Peace Corps Volunteers
On,September 22 Peace Corps will begin its 25th year
There is interest among many RPCUs to get involved
in a local RPCU group.
We would like to know who you are.
Please call, write or drop by the Peace Corps Office
and talk to Roger Cooper, Peace Corps Recruiter
205`Winslow Hall
581-3209

Free 25th Anniversary Tshirts
RPCUs while supplies last

with "Mighty" John Marshall
and "Tony" Perkins
* DAN Start At 8:00 p.m. *

Saturday, September 21

Dancing With
"Tony" Perkins
* Starts At 8:00 p.m. *
103 Park Street - (Fprmerly Time Out)
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday - 7 p.m. to 12:15 a.m.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Wisocnsin and California, however,
have barred the use of test findings
for insurance purposes and New York
States Insurance Department won't
let insurers ask about blood test
results on application forms.
The possibility of insurers using the
test has raised fears of discrimination
among high-risk groups, principally
homosexual men.

Weinberger says USSR
stealing technology
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Soviets have been much more successful than previously thought in
stealing Western technology and as a
result. "we are subsidizing the military
• buildup of_the Soviet_ Union,"
Defense Secretary Casper W.
Weinberger said Wednesday.
Weinberger released a study asserting the Soviets have targeted specific
American defense contractors and
universities, are acquiring thousands
of technical reports that are not
classified but are useful, and are
diverting high-tech equipment designed for one purpose but which can be
used in weapons programs.
"By their own estimate, more than
5,000 Soviet military research projects
each year are benefitting significantacquired
Western
from
ly
technology," Weinberger said at a
news conference.

Apple chairman
resigns at age of 30

Insurance companies
wary of cost of AIDS
(AP) — Insurance companies are
keeping a wary eye on costs from
AIDS, worrying that health and life
insurance payouts could skyrocket as
the disease spreads. Some say they
may have to begin screening applicants by using a blood test that
reveals exposure to the AIDS virus.

SAN FRANSISCO(AP)— Steven
P. Jobs, the 30-year-old whiz kid of
the personal computer industry, has
resigned as chairman of Apple Computer Inc. after a feud with management of the company he co-founded
in a garage nine years ago.
Jobs said in a letter to company officials, dated Thesday, that he was
leaving because of the company's
"hostile posture" to his plan to begin
a new company specializing in computers for higher education.
In May, Jobs lost a power struggle
with John Sculley, Apple's president
and chief executive officer, and was
stripped of day-to-day management
duties at the Cupertino-based company. The mow came as the company
was being reorganized, firing 20 percent of its workforce, and as its stock
fell to a three-year low of $14.25 a
share.

•All Series 10 Calculators 20% OFF..
Offer ends Sept 27th 1985.

Free.
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.

A deal that has ni> eqUal, for a
calculator that has no equal.
The HP-41 Advantage holds the
most popular engineering, math
and financial programs ever
written for the HP-41. Plus.:
•12K bytes Of ROM
•user-accessible subroutines
•it's.menu driven
lust what it takes to help
make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra
to Physics to Electrical
Engineering Fundamentals to Statics and
INnamics.
Get the calculator engineers prefer. And get
the HP-41 /Ad-vantage at
the priceyou prefer.
Free.
Offer ends 11-15-85.
•sumesiva I S t.t prk
Hewlett-Packard
Nlaine's
Personal Computer Dealer
rhai HEWLETT

SOLUTIONS'
computer center

ILIA PACKARD

Route One
Yarmouth,ME 04096

at Maine surveyors service

( 207)844i451 43•IMO)322-h003 tk

What's happening:

7:00 — Amnesty international
meeting — Ham room, Union.

One of four adults
has tried cocaine
WASHINGTON (AP) — A series
of drug abuse studies released by the
government Wednesday indicate more
than one of every four young adults
has at least tried cocaine, which has
emerged, as a major public health
threat, said a top federal health
official.
Dr. Donald Ian MacDonald, head
of the Federal Alcohol, Drug Abuse
and Mental Health Administration,
said cocaine "is one of the most
powerfully addictive drugs known."
"For years, people thought cocaine
was harmless — a so-called
" MacDonald
'recreational drug,
said. "Now, we know the truth: cocaine can be a killer. Erriergency room
admissions associated with cocaine
use tripled between 1981 and 1984.
The number of deaths associated with
cocaine also tripled."
In one of the papers published by
the agency, Michigan researchers
reported that use of cocaine, unlike
other illicit drugs, tends to increase
among young people after they
graduate front school, and that young
people also see less iisk in cocaine experimentation by themselves or others
as they grow older.
The researchers also said that while
physical dependence on the drug is

not inevitable, even among heavy
users, the risk of becoming dependent
is higher for cocaine than for other
drugs.

Driver killed in
bus — truck collision
SI t.VENS POINT, Wis.(AP)— A
school bus collided with a truck that
burst into flames, killing the truck
driver as the eight children aboard the
bus scrambled to safety, authorities
said.
My° of the children suffered minor
injuries and a passenger in the truck
suffered second-degree burns.
Henry Goebel, 56, of rural
Horicon, died of asphyxiation in the
smoke and flames that engulfed his
truck as it lay on its side beside the
bus, said Fbrtage County Coroner
Scott Rifleman.
The bus was on a route that picks
up about 20students in kindergarten
through high school for the'Waupaca
School District in adjoining Waupaca
County.
The bus was turning into a rural
driveway on Wisconsin 54 about 7
a.m. when the truck that had been
following collided with it and overturned, spilling fuel, sheriffs deputies
said. Both vechicles skidded into a
roadside ditch and were destroyed in
the flames.
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•
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--YIANNI'S PIZZA
TAKE OUT AND
DELIVERY
MONDAY - THURSDAY 4 - 12:00 p.m.
FRIDAY - SUNDAY 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

CALL 866-5536
LOCATED INSIDE BUY-RITE BEVERAGE
ON PARK STREET
*ALSO VISIT US AT THE UNIVERSITY MALL*
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Whatever it takes

Editorial
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students might be interested.
In trying to get information, reporters sometimes
wind up running face first into a barrier. These
barriers range from information being legally or illegally withheld by local institutions such as the
police departments and the University of Maine
Foundation.
It is questionable whether any withholding of information by a public agency is legal since the
First Amendment provides that "Congress shall
make no laws... abridging kite freedom of speech,
or of the press." The passage of the 14th Amendment in 1868 extended the scope of the First
Amendment to cover not only the federal government, but the state governments as well. Access to
information is the key to freedom of speech and of
the press. Without it, it is harder for the press to
provide the public with the information it both
needs and deserves. In recent years the First
Amendment has been put in jeopardy by acts such
as President Reagan refusing the media access to Grenada, and the policy university President Arthur Johnson considered about having faculty
report any contacts with the press.
During National Newspaper Atek people should
consider what the First Amendment stands for, and
how valuable protecting the rights it avows are to a
free society.
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House raising

to access

he press serves a public service function by
providing information to the students. This
service should be recognized this week, National Newspaper Aeek. In Maine, the legislature
has passed laws both restricting freedom of speech
while also passing laws that are meant to safeguard
access to information.
The Daily Maine Campus, like other newspapers,
sometimes has difficulty getting full information
for stories because of legally or illegally imposed
barriers to access. These barriers not only affect
the ability of the newspaper to provide information, they also infringe upon the public's right to
know.
Maine's right-to-know law provides citizens with
the right to attend meetings of any- board or commission of any state agency or aut'hority. This includes the Board of Trustees for the University of
Maine, the state legislature, and city councils, to
a few. The public is also allowed access to
name
.
public records of state agencies unless otherwise
specified by statue.
Since it would be impossible for most students
to get to meetings and search through files all the
time, the Maine Campus tries to perform a
"watch-dcig" function by keeping the public informed of what takes place in student government
and what the university administration is doing.
Like other newspapers, the Maine Campus tries to
provide stories not only covering student government and the administration, but it also tries to
cover sports, crime, and other events in which
.• .."..-":•: Irs••
• - •• •. .
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"I'm fuzing,a hole where the rain gets
in, to keep my mind from wandering
where it will go..." —Lennon and
McCartney
"Start the generator Ken. We gotta
cut six inches off those two-byeights. I'll get the skill saw."
"Hey, what about that cup of coffee?"
"Nitwit, don't lean on that brace."
"Told you I needed the coffee."
"Steve, is that beam plumb yet..."
"Ahhh, weekend carpenters," someone adds, surveying the site.
"Who's got my apron? You guys are
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"It's on top of your truck John."
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!
19 5

It's kind of fun trying to build a house
out in the woods while starting a
fanatically busy semester. Especially
when you are essentially a rookie
carpenter, which is my case. I came up
to Orono at the end of this summer
ready to take orders. Now that the first
frost has bit and we don't have the
rafters up yet, I'm taking orders pretty
damn quickly.
One thing is for sure—the three of us
chiefly involved in this are learning alot.
Somewhere between putting up with
each other in a leaky shack next to the
site, spiking a crowbar at the rats under
the corner and measuring humane
amounts of grinds for fresh-perked coffee, we survive by learning.
First lesson: Realizing when the
fourth partner has sneaked out the back
door to leave(and you're stuck holding
the lumber bill in your hands).
Second lesson: Don't always
overestimate the amount of work you
can accomplish in a day or weekend or
week. Unrealistic goals provide the base
for frustration, which provides a foundation for escapism, which leaves you
without the necessary provisions for
your deck.
Third lesson: Remember why you are.
doing it. A few days before school
started and about a week since starting
work we went into town for groceries
and beer. I remember watching a few
grandmothers and kids scatter out of
our way in the store aisles. When I noticed the Mansonesque form on my usually quiet face and the jailhouse reek
around me, I remembered that my B.A.,
not the part in the Skoal commercial,
was my chief reason for being here.
Lesson four: Be sure to have friends.
Without the assistance of four or five
largely skilled friends the past two
weeks, we might still be shimming
stringers for the floor. Besides providing
technical help and directions for efficient construction, our friends have lent
their moral support and laughter to the
project. Dancing on the deck, not falling off the loft joists, yipping with the
coyotes who come nearby at 2 a.m.—
merci, mes amis.
Finally, the fifth ksson: Knowing
when it is time to go home and spend
a weekend with your fiance at her apartment. I'll see you tomorrow Denise.
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Ken Brack is a senior english writing
major trying to live in Greenbush, Me.
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fish writing
7bush, Me.

he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel

Critic shows elitist attitude
To the editor:

We are severly disappointed
with Douglas Morrill's critical
letter of Sept. 13, 1985. Is that
the best you could do, Mr. Morrill? Is it plausible to assume
you are the gentleman who
loudly packed up as quietly as
he could, and stormed out of
the room 10 minutes after Bruce
began his three hour lecture?
You attacked Mr. McCarthy's
ment office by 4 p.m. on "formal education", but you
failed to mention his informal
one.
You ignored his one thouResidence hall senators will
be elected in the dining com- sand pages of correspondance
mons of their respective com- with the IRS; his command of
plexes, with polls open from U-- the Bible, economics textbooks,
to one and 4:30 through 6 p.m. Reserve Bank Publications and
Voting for fraternity, graduate the communist manifesto; his
and offcarnpus senators will hours of litigation in courts
take place in Hauk Lobby and across the country, his acquainthe Lengyel Gym between 9:30 tance with top bankers and
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. I invite all Federal Reserve Bank officials;
readers to become involved in his three books (authored and
co-authored) and numerous
student government.
pamphlets, cassettes and video
Thd Niblett tapes; his 1500 plus hours of
Chairman, Fair Elections lecture time in 30 states, inPractice Commission cluding Alaslca; his community
of free individuals in Missouri

Senate elections
To the editor:
On Thursday, September 26,
UMO's General Student Senate
will hold its elections for the
1985-86 school year, filling 55
seats from the following constituencies: Fraternity (4),
Graduate students (4), Off.
campus (21), Residence Hall
(24), and York Village (2). I encourage all interested persons to
pick up a petition for candidacy
from the student government
office between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m. before Tuesday, September
24. The petitions must be signed by 25 constituents and
returned to the student govern-

(the antithesis of the Oneida
colony of 1848); and the fact
that he has no driver's license,
his motorhome is unregistered,
and yet he travels all over the
U.S. and is not in jail. Surely,
simply touring America and offering gas station attendents
and salespeople a choice between a reserve note or silver and
recording their astonished reactions is worthy by itself of
report to interested college
students.
You mention education in
current events. Would you class
dollar
a
multi-billion
underground economy in this
category? Bruce is a link with
its legal side. You don't have to
grow pot or cheat on your income tax to be a part of it.
It sounds like you possess one
of those "closed minds" mentioned in our opening address,
Mr. Morrill. Do you say, "Oh,
I've heard all this before", when
Bruce hasn't even opened his
mouth? Maybe we should have
contracted some egghead to
regurgitate the Keynesian swill
already force-fed to every poor

soul who takes EC0110 on this
campus? Would that have
pleased you?
As for us, we happily await
Bruce's engagement with us
next year, but one more question is stuck in our craw—did
you include that interesting cartoon, or was that generously
provided by the neutral Maine
Campus?
In the future, please tone
down your disgusting elitist attitude. Are you aware of the
school that taught!Pythagoras
that the square of the
hypoteneuse equals the sum of
the sides squared? Can you
name the institution where
Einstein learned about the
Theory of Relativity? It is from
this place that Bruce Gordon
McCarthy has earned his
diploma—magna cum laude!
The Executive Board
The JuniorYoung
Americans for Freedom
Editor's note: The editorial
page editor included the
cartoon.

Be active on UMO campus

Tasty kitchen

tures such as "News of the that not only is good fun, but
World Forums," joining does community service as well.
I hope we don't have the groups such as the Maine Peace The university also contains an
same apathy here at UMO this Action Committee, or doing immense variety ofclubs. There
year as we had last year. There something as simple as writing is Maine Bound, The Skydiving
is so much going on in the a letter to the The Daily Maine Club, SEA, scuba diving, and
world today and here at the Campus Expressing oneself by numerous sports clubs, just to
university that non-involvement writling a letter is wry easy yet name a few.
very worthwhile. Last year I
As anyone can see, there are
is a waste.
In my opinion there are two found it very sad that such a many opportunities for expression, be it political or social. So
categories of involvement: local, fine paper as the Campus
I ask the student body to take
had
such
a
lack
of
input.
and
world
afstate, national
The second category, social a look around and take parLin_
fairs, and social activity. The
first category is something activity has a wide range of what is happening at UMO.
Tom Harris
everyone should be aware of things to do. UMO has a good
Bangor
and active in by riUtending lec- fraternity and sorority system

To the editor:

To the editor:

Considerable costs
regards to: 1) the cost of busing students to BCC; 2)the inIn the September 11th issue, convenience now felt by many
there was a front page story students who have had to live
referring to the over-crowding in triples; 3) the cost of the
problem now being faced by refunds that students who live
freshman as a restilt of signift=--In triples throughout the year
cant increases in both freshman will recieve if their triples canenrollment( 149 more than a not be broken down; 4) the
year ago) as well as 483 more costs incurred to students due
students living on campus this to loss of study time because
semester compared to last.
they have to be bused to class
With this being the case I'd every day; as well as other
like to ask the following ques- undeterminable "social costs"
that should been have taken intion of our adminstrators:
Given the over-cowding to consideration before the
problems that exist on campus closing of the resident halls at
and considering the students BCC.
who were living on this campus,
Mark B. Hagelin
was it a wise idea to close the
210 Hart Hall
residence halls at the BCC, in
To the editor:

Last night I sat down with
friends for a quiet supper. The
Soup Kitchen provided an intimate atmosphere and some
great food. We ate piping hot
cauliflowercheese soup garnished with fresh tomatoes, carrots
and cucumbers. Sunflower
seeds and raisins mixed in with
yogurt and freshly baked brown

bread rounded out the meal.
Everything was tasty.
For those of you who work in
the Soup Kitchen, thanks for
the good food. I think Residental Life deserves some praise for
sponsoring such a wholesome
program.
Joe Gauthier
Milford

Free skating
To the editor:
UMO and the Penobscot
Valley Figure skating club invite
all interested people to a free
hour of skating (figure skating
only) Friday Sept. 20 from
7:20p.-8:20p.m. at Alfond

Arena. One hunched pairs of
rental skates will be offered free
for those who don't have their
own figure skates. Free instructions in ice dancing will be
available.
K. Kaatrude
Dixmont
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NEWS BRIEFS
5,000 go on strike,
halt tank production
DETROIT(AP) — Five thousand
hourly workers walked off'their jobs
Wednesday at General Dynamics
Corp. plants in three states, virtually
halting construction of the MI and
MIAI tanks for the Army, officials
said.
The strike began Wednesday afternoon at the amnpany's largest tank
assembly plant at Lima, Ohio, and at
operations'in Scranton, Pa., and in
the Detroit suburbs of Warren, Sterling Heights and Center Line, said
United Auto Workers Vice President
Marc Stepp.
"This means that all negotiations
have ended," Stepp said. "We told
the corporation that the union stands
ready to meet"
Stepp said the council representing
locals covering Blue-collar employees
at the five General Dynamics Land
Systems division plants rejected his
recommendation that union members
be allowed to vote on a tentative contract agreement reached last weekend.
General Dynamics spokesman
William Shed read a statement saying
•
•••=le.
.01111111.•

•

Six Americans
still held hostage

the giant defense contractor was "very
disappointed" that the pact "is not
being recommended by the council
for a membership vote."

Garbo still wants
to be left alone
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
Greta Garbo, the reclusive movie star
who turned 80 on Wednesday, said
she is homesick for Sweden and
hinted she is "tired of being Garbo"
according to a Swedish magazine
publisher who said he has obtained
the first interview with her since 1927.
Sven Broman, 63, a Garbo
biographer and magazine publisher,
said Garbo is homesick for her native
Sweden but "fears the commotion
that would follow on her return after
years of absence'
"She wants to be left alone," the
Swedish journalist told reporters in
the town- of Malmo in southern
Sweden.
He said he had three sessions and
spoke for hours last month with the
star of such films as "Camille,"
"Mata Hari," and "Ninotchka."
.411.1•••4IIMIN.•
•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — So now
they are six: a librarian, two educators, a priest, a journalist and a
diplomat, Americans still held
hostage in Lebanon but not quite so
forgotten on the day that President
Reagan shared his "little news note"
about the release of the Rev. Benjamin Weir.
One of than, William Buckley, a
political officer for the U.S. embassy
in Beirut, has been held captive since
March 18, 1984, longer than Weir or
any of the others seized by radical
Shiite Moslems in hopes of bartering
their lives in exchange for comrade
imprisoned in Kuwait.
Peter Kilburn, 60, a librarian at
American University, disappeared in
Beirut on Dec. 3, 1984, and the
shadowy group called the Islamic
Jihad later claimed responsibility. But
subsequent communications and
threats by the militants have not mentioned him and friends and officials
fear for his condition. The university
said he suffered "grave" ailments, including heart and artery disease.

Rrry A. Anderson, 37, the chief
Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press, was kidnapped by
gunman on March 16, 1981k.His wife,
Mikki, and 8-year-old daughter,
Gabrielle, had left the city earlier
because of concern for their safty.

II-ticks will deliver
All)food to Ethiopia
WASHINGTON(AP) — The U.S.
Agency for International Development (AID) and the famine relief
groups Live Aid and Band Aid are
leasing 250 trucks in a combined effort to deliver food to Ethiopia, including portions of north Ethiopia.
The food will be delivered under the
auspices of the United Nations, which
is contacting donors in order to increase the number of trucks, AID announced Wednesday.
AID has designated $2.4 million to
the United Nations to help defray
management costs of the fleet, and
the rock music charity groups are
contributing $1.2 million.
Some of the food is expected to
feed people in northern Ethiopia, an
area which has not been reached with
previous famine relief efforts.
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OUTFITTERS

SKMKUK

specialists in wilderness trarri
What do soccer balls, aerobic wear,
tennis racquets, sailboards and ice
skates to do with wilderness travel?

A:

Nothing! That is why you will not find them
at SKITIKUK OUTFITTERS

'Completely unique, a national asset The Bangor Enquirer
"If Genghtz Kahn were alive today he would shop at SQ."
Samarkand Daily News
---"No penguins" Kergueltn Islands Free Press
gear
ng
traveli
quality
top
s
of
maker
and
Purveyors
Located in downtown Orono

SALES - RENTALS - INSTRUCTION - GUIDING
38 Main Street, Orono
Mon.-Fri, 11-5 Closed day of the full moon
Saturday is DOUBLE COUPON DAY

OVERSTOCKED!!!
COTTON SKIRTS
& BLOUSES
$10.00 EACH
'

*WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

10% OFF NEW FALL SWEATERS

Gloria's Boutique
24 Main Street
Orono, Maine
866-4209

CORNERS
764 Stillwater_Ave.

FREE Delivery to U.M.O.
NO Minimum Charge
Newly Expanded Delivery Staff

For Fastest Service
Call 827-5937
Open 7 Days A Week
Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Delivery Hours 5 p.m. - 12 a.m.

sf
sf
tf
a(

Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
* Delivery Hours 5 p.m. - 1 a.m. *
We Still Have 50c Draft Beers'

CC
•

U.M.O.'s Newest & Best Pizza

What's happening:
3:10 — Chairpersons meeting, College of Arts and Sciences — 105
Stevens.

4:10 — Botany and plant pathology
seminar — 113 Deering.

6:30 — Bible study — So. Bangor
3:30-5:30 — Using full CMS- lounge.
introduction to CMS — 227 Neville.
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UMO field hockey find
offense, beat UMF 4-0

er
pia

by Chuck -Morris
Staff Writer
FARMINGTON — The Black Bear
field hockey team- broke the 0-0 deadlock
15 minutes into the first period and went
on to post a 4-0 victory Titesday at the
University of Farmington. The winfaises
UMO's mark to 2-3.
Wendy Nadeau, a junior from Sangerville, hit a shot past the UMF goalie to
give the Black Bears 1-0 lead.
Sophomore Connie Dumais assisted the
play.
UMO coach Jeri Waterhouse said she
did a lot of substituting and changing
player's positions in hopes to find a
lineup that was working.
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"We had become frustrated offensively," Waterhouse said. "So we jockeyed
some positions around. Part of it was for
the players to get a fresher mental picture. You get frustrated in one spot.
"It helped several individuals in that
game. They played much, much better."
Morrison said Waterhouse's changes
helped the team a lot.
do dif"In a new position you can '
ferent things," she said.
After being shut down offensively
over the weekend at the Husky Classic,

HOT TUBS
MASON HILL
778 State Street
(at the corner of Hogan Road)
Bangor, Me.

Coupon
$3 Off With Thishourly
rentals
UMO left fielder Dan Kane hit 11-for18.with 6 RBI at the Autumn Classic
last weekend in Portland. See related story on page 11. (file photo)

one discount per group on
945-5466 expires 9-27-85
SUMMER HOURS

Tues-Thurs 6 p.m. to Midnight
Fri & Sat Noon to 3 a.m.
Sunday Noon to Midnight
AN\ 41111. 411\

AIN\ /II\

Evergreen Apartments

Alpha
Omega
NationalPhi
Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega is the nation's largest greek letter
service organization with over500 chapters across the country.
We are a service fraternity based
on the principles ofleadership, friendship and service. Brothers gain leadership skills which allow them to serve
the campus in a variety ofother
activities.
Our services to the University
community include:
•University Mascot — Bananas
the Bear
•Concessions at home football games
• Weekly campus-wide Blood Drives
• Rideboard in the Memorial Union

•Shuttlebus to the Bangor Mall
•Vacation Shuttlebus to the Airport&
Bus Terminal
•Campus sponsor for Waiting Litdes
program
• Handicap Van
•Plus various other activities
Joining Alpha Phi()Mega is a great
way to perform valuable service to
others, to meet new people and to
establish long-lasting friendships.

All interested UNDERGRADUATE MALE STUDENTS
are invited to attend our RUSH meetings to be held on:
Monday September 23
Tuesday September 24
Wednesday September 25
at 7:00 pm. in the Sutton Lounge Memorial Union

New, one-bedroom apartments
near campus, fully furnished to
accommodate two people, on-site
laundry and full basement
for private storage. Located
in a forest setting.

Call:
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
14111Iw w 141111,14111I w 11111PF

BEYOND
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Reports, Resumes, Manuscripts
Rapid Turn Around and Competitive Pricing
Cost Effective Editing and Redrafting
Spelling Verification
Technical Tables and Graphics

RAS

Resource Assessment Service

945-9626
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URI and BU favored to take Conference
Directing the Terrier's offense will be
ed the YC but are not yet eligable for the
conference championship are the last season's YC Rookie of the Year, Pat
University of Delaware, the University of Mancini. The BU quarterback amassed
Richmond and Villanova University. 1,751 yards passing and 15 TD. Flanker
For all intensive purposes, the UMO
Delaware and Richmond will be eligible Bill Brooks, 63 receptions, 1,114 yards
football team's first two victories of the
in 1986 and Villanova in 1968.
and 12 TO, and split end Dennis Gadseason don't count. Of course the
In the New England preseason bois (38,591,5) were Mancini's favorite
psychological significance can never be
coaches poll, UMO head coach Buddy targets last season.
discounted, but the real season begins
Teevens picked the Black Bears to win
Despite the apparent strength of BU's
only one On the of- offensive core, coach Stetson is convincthe
was
He
title.
the
SILONSIGMA
SIGMAPHIEP
PHIEPSILON
SILONSIGMA
SIGMAPHIEP
ed "if we're going to make a bid for the
>- ficial tally, Maine was picked last.
URI and Boston University, co- Conference title, our defense will have to
conference champs at 4-1 in 1984 — with lead the way."
-o URI taking the NCAA playoff berth on
Veteran linebacker Bob Egan will
the tie-breaking system — are considered
the Terrier's relatively inexspearhead
the teams to beat.
URI earned a 10-3 season mark and perienced defense. In fact, nine of the 11
went on to NCAA post-season play. The starting positions will be handled by
key to the Rams' success is senior players who spent most of last season
quarterback Tom Ehrhardt. He has set watching the action.
UNH is not expected to come close to
40 records at the school, conference,
-a
season's 9-2 record. With the exceplast
levels.
New England and National
tion
of standout running back Andre
statistics
impressive
rather
Some of his
include completing 308 out of 536 passes Garron, who gained over 1,000 yards in
Cl) for 3,870 yards and 36 TD.
only seven games, the Wildcats are a
young team.
rosy
as
_
However, things may not be
for the Rams in 1985. Ehrhardt has missIndicitive of the UNH squad's
Cl) ed almost all of URI's first two games
is starting QB Rich Byrne who
makeup
play
to
with a hip pointer. He is figured
play a down until UNH's opendidn't
Saturday.
on
Maine
against
Lafayette University.
URI is 1-1 with a win over Howard ing season loss to
UGann would seem
UMass
or
Neither
and loss to Delaware.
F9 At least part of Ehrhardt's success can to have a much better chance this year.
-o be attributed to URI's fine core of UMass will have a freshman, Dave
year.
receivers. Leading the way for the Rams Palazzi, directing the offense this
like
finish
would
The
to
just
Minutemen
caught
who
are tight ends Brian Forster,
with better then a .500 record.
100 passes last season for 1,357 yards
UConn suffers from a defmate lack of
cn and 12 TD, and Tony DiMaggio
Last season's offensive catalyst,
stability.
(52-of-613 and 4 TD). The deep threat running back Bill Parks, was declared
feature
Rams
is just as viable since the
Six other offentwo fine wide receivers in Dameon academically ineligible
sive
and
starters
the QB posigraduated
Reilly (58,902,14) and Bob Donfield
in
tion
air
up
the season
was
the
as
still
rTi (40,501,7).
The BU Terrier's head into the 1985 began.
cn
season with a revamped coaching staff
The Delaware Fighen Blue Hens will
that will have but one goal — repeat as
play four YC opponents this year and
Conference champions.
could be a tough team to contend with
This will be easier said then done as
in the future. They are coming off an 8-3
BU will not only have to deal with
season, winning their final six games.
changing personnel, but also with the
The Richmond Spiders are coming off
-17 loss of All-American tailback Paul Lewis a season in which they finished with a
who has graduated.
rTI Trying to fill Lewis' shoes will be respectable 8-4 record and gained a berth
in the 1-AA playoffs. The Spiders face
Q_
cn sophomore Randy Pettus. "Randy's a three YC opponents.
liJ
good open field runner, with lots of
Villanova will begin its' inagural
finesse," said first year coach Steve season after a four-year hiatus from
Stetson.
football. The Wildcat's will field nearly
Last year Pettus averaged 5.5 yards per
60 freshman this year.
O-11Sd31HdVVIOISNO-11Sd31HdtilAlOIS carry.
Saturday against the University of
Uy The first of five
mear
Rhode Island at
a possible Yankee
games might
Conference championship.
UMO's last Conference title in the
league came in 1982, its YC record was
3-2, which tied them with Boston
University. Three teams that have join-

by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
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FOR THE
CHALLENGE YOU
WANT...
THE REWARDS
YOU'DESERVE
Challenge without reward is incomplete Air
Force ROTC offers both. You'll receive leadership and management training, and after graduation you'll be an Air Force second lieutenant.
You may be eligible for 2-through 4-year
scholarships which pay tuition, books, lab fees
and $100 tax-free each academic month.
Look into your future as an Air Force officer.
Challenges ... and rewards for a career with
pride and commitment. Contact:
AIR FORCE ROTC: CAPTAIN SUAREZ 581-1381
SENIORS FOR OTS: MSGT KAST (603) 868-7266 (CALL COLLECT)

AIR FORCE
ROTC

(continued from page 9)
the Black Bears ended the drought in
high fashion. Morison said the Black
Bears dominated the game.
"Until you score it's like holding your
breath; you're straining to score; but
after you score things flow much
easier," Waterhouse said. "Four games
in five days was taking its toll."
Waterhouse said she was "very pleased" with the team's offensive pressure
that gelled nicely with the defensive play.
"(UMF)hardly had (the ball) down in
was
our defensive side," she said. "Itus."
definately an offensive game for
The Black Bears added two more
goals in the opening period to take command of the game. Only 75 seconds after
Nadeau's shot, Michelle Lambert gave
UMO an insurance goal. Co-captain
Kim Morison assisted Lambert's goal.
Denise Boutin closed the scoring before
intermission on a penalty stroke that
found its way to the cage.
Co-captain Michelle Fowler scored the
only goal of the second period. It was
unassisted.

Gateway to a great way of life.

•
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by Jon Rununler
Staff Writer
UMO head coach John Winkin is going about his fair baseball campaign a
little different than usual. The Black
Bears are coming off a successful
weekend trip in Portland. capturing the
Autumn Classic by defeating Holy Cross
University, the University of Connecticut
and St.. Joseph's College. Maine went 5-0
in the two-day tourney.
UMO defeated UConn 3-2, St. Joe's
15-2, and HC 5-1 on Saturday at
Hadlock field. On Sunday, Maine
defeated Holy Cross 7-6 in eight innings,
and UConn in the finals 15-5 at Ward
Field at St. Joe's.
UMO's next series of games is at
home Friday, Saturday and Sunday
against the University of Southern
Maine and Husson College. Friday's
game starts at 2 p.m. and the weekend
games start at 10:30 a.m.
Now with the successful weekend
under their belts, Winkin %Tants to give
his proven starting pitchers a break. It's
time to find that "one stopper and also
see what the new pla)ers can do."
"We plan to lay Jeff Plympton and
Steve Loubier off," Winkin said
recently. "Scott Morse won't pitch this
fall. These three fellows have pitched a
lot this sutruner.
"I want to take a look at some of the
freshman. I also want to see what some
of the rest can do."
Plympton and Loubier, accordtng to
Winkin, performed well for the Black
Bears in Saturday's opening two games.
Plympton pitched five innings in the
opener at Hadlock Field against the
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University of Connecticut, scattering
five hits and allowing two earned runs.
Maine defeated the Huskies 3-2.
Loubier pitched a one hitter over four
innings against Holy Cross University to
pace the Black Bears to a 5-1 win.
"I'm looking forward to the break,"
Plympton said recently. "I've been pitching solidly now for a year and a half.
I think the rest should help out in the
long run."
Now, it's time to pick the clubs top
relievers. Winkin said Mike Ballou, who
relieved Plympton and collected the win,
and Derek Aramburu, who got the save
backing up Loubier, looked strong in
their fall debuts. George Goldman, a
red-shirted freshman, also made
Winkin's list.
Ballou, a-senior, relieved for two innings in the first game, striking out three
and allowing only one hit. Aratpuru
pitched three innings, striking out three
while scattering five hits. Goldman came
in relief of Rick Snyder in the fifth inning of the game against St. Joe's. He
struck out five in his hitless and runless
effort.
Ballou, a starter of past seasons, said
he was approached by Winkin to give a
shot at relief.
"He wanted to have somebody like
Miami's Rick Raether," Ballou said.
"They won the national championship
with him on the mound last year. And

in 1982, they won it with someone else
in the bullpen.
"He came to me first because he'd
seen me pitch day after day. He was also
looking for somebody with a side-arm
fastball that dropped down. I've started
to use it more frequently and I'm starting to get more movement on the
ball."
On the offensive side, Sophomore
Gary LaPierre, according to Winkin, is
coming around nicely after his shoulder
surgery this past summer. LaPierre will
play from the designated hitter's spot
this fall and should be back in left field
this spring. LaPierre was 4-for-13 on the
tourney, Scoring seven runs from the No.
1 spot.
LaPierre's left field replacement was
Dan Kane. Kane, hitting from the No. 3
spot, was the MVP of the tourney with
11-for-18 hitting with 6 RBI.
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COLLEGE PARK
1 Bedroom Apts. Walking
distance to UMO. 9 month
lease $350 plus. For rental
info call 947-1271.

8th Annual
PARENTS AND FRIENDS'
SALE
PLANT

SEPT. 24 - 28

Alpha

rirotas

•Hauck Auditorium Lobbyand Patio

•Saturday Sept. 28on the Mall
Plants for '1.49 and up

The Authorized Dealer in the
Bangor Area for Sales and Service

Also:
Cut Flowers
Mugs
India Prints

Panasonic Electronic
Typewriters
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TO BENEFIT
UMOSTUDENT ACTIVITIES
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ALL NEW CAMPUS CORNER

WE OFFER A $200 TRADE-IN
FOR YOUR SELECTRIC II
IBM TYPEWRITERS •
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Effective August 16, 1985 through
September 30, 1985
Financing Available
114 Harlow Street
witio011111111151 ‘3
I

Bangor, Maine 04401
(800) 482-0785
ask for
Robert K. Golder, Jr.
Account Representative

Assorted Plant
Supplies

*Don't forget to pick up a corsage on the
Mall for Saturday's gamer.
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"Dan Kane might have solved a problem for us," Winkin said. "Bill
McInnis (who left UMO with one year
left for pro ball) had been third, but
Kane did an excellent job."
The infield, which Winkin thought
was solidly entrenched, might be
welcoming a newcomer. Winkin was impressed with the play of Dan Etzweiler
at second. "I like the way Etzweiler and
Bordick handled a few difficult double
plays." Though the battle for the spot
will be tight Winkin said as last year's
starter Gary Dube is still in contention.
Some of the freshman also caught
Winkin's watchful eye.
"I like the way the freshman are fitting in," he said. "They give us some
versatility.
"There's no doubt that Don Hutchinson will be in center field. Jim Childs in
right also did a good job."

(formerly The Ram's Horny

GRAND OPENING NEXT WEEK
WED. SEPT. 26
Semester Events
Wed. Nights: Movies
I Thurs. Nights: Dancing with DJ
Fri. Nights: Pub Night (MTV)
Sat. Nights: Alternative Entertainment
LOOK FOR DETAILS IN MONDAY'S MAINE CAMPUS • -1
I.

•
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The Russians are corn ing to UMO
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

41,

HOCKEY UPDATE

Although not much has happened on
the ice at Alfond Arena during the summer, a lot of things have happened off
it with the UMO hockey team, including
a date with the Russians, numerous
roster changes and the National Hockey
League draft.
The Black Bears will play an eastern
bloc country team for the first time, Friday, Dec. 20 at the Alfond Arena, when
they take on Sokol, a team based in Kiev
and a member of the USSR Elite
Division.
The arrangement of the game began
in the middle of last season when coach
Shawn Walsh notified the Amateur
Hockey Association of the United States
that he was interested in hosting a European team.
AHAUS is responsible for arranging
the schedules for touring teams and last
week confirmed the December game.
Maine will be the first of a nine-game
United States tour for Sokol, which includes stops at Boston College, Boston
University and the University of Lowell
among others.
The Elite Division, in which Sokol
plays, is the top hockey league in the
Soviet Union and virtually all the players
on the Soviet National team come from
teams within the league.
Other teams in the Elite Division
which have toured in the United States
are the Central Red Army, Dynamo and
Spartak.
Walsh said he thought Maine's hockey
program was getting to the stage where
the team could be competitive.
"I was hoping we would be included
(in Sokol's schedule)," Walsh said.
"Our players obviously wiH be excited.
It's hard to figure how the game will go.

"I think it will be a great event to have
at the University of Maine and a great
experience for our players and fans."
Walsh said.
The additio9,of the Sokol game forced the cancellattn of Maine's scheduled Oct. 2$ game with the University of
New Brunswick (Canada). Hockey East
league rules limit the schedule to 38
games, only one of which can be played
against a team outside the United States.
Replacing the New Brunswick game
will be an intrasquad Blue/White game
on Oct. 28. Maine will also play a
Blue/White game on Oct. 21 in Augusta.
The Bears open the regular season on
Oct. 26 (Homecoming weekend) when
the Bbston College Eagles travel to
Orono.

The preseason roster has 28 players,
only nine of which are above the
sophomore class. Fourteen of the 28 are
newcomers to the team.
In addition to the graduated seniors,
the team will be without Stan Czenczek,
Jim Purcell, Paul Lelievre, Scott
Drevitch, Mike Hernon and Ivan
Bermejo.
Czenczek left because of academic
problems, Purcell transferred to the
University of Vermont, Lelievre took a
job in Vancouver Drevitch transferred to
Lowell, Hernon has not returned to
UMO and Berrnejo transferred to Plattsburg State.
ei
Of the 14 newcomers, six have been
drafted by NHL teams giving Maine,

along with Michigan State, the highest
number of drafted incoming players.
The highest drafted player was North
Yarmouth Academy's defenseman EricWeinrich from Gardiner. Weinrich,
6-foot 194 pounds, was a second-round
choice of' the New Jersey Devils (32nd
pick overall) and was one of the most
sought after players in the country.
Other new Maine players to be drafted
this summer were center Bruce Major —
a 5th round choice of the Quebec Nordiques and Veazies Vince Guidotti — a
10th round choice of the St. Louis Blues:
The other three drafted incoming
players were selected in previous years'
drafts. University of New Hampshire
transfer Mike Golden (2nd round by Edmonton in 1984), Lowell transfer Tom
McComb (1984 draft) and freshman
Jack Capuano (5th round by Toronto)
will all join Walsh's Army this year.

Sports abound
Men's tennis splits
The UMO men's tennis team
opened its fall schedule last
weekend going 1-1.
The Black Bears opened with a
6-3 victory over St. Michaels College_ on Friday, but lost to the
defending New England Champions Vermont University 9-0.
UMO is on the road again for
games against Merrimack College
and the University of New Hampshire Friday and Saturday.

by
Staf

UMO coach "Etrud" Folger said
his Black Bears are facing a
tougher competitor this week in
UNH. Though, he figures to
duplicate last year's victory over
Merrimack.
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Ewing gets• millions
In June, Walsh was approached by led
Sator, who is the New York Rangers
coach, about an assistant coaching position with the NHL team, which would
have paid in the neighborhood of
$60,000.
Walsh said they never got past the initial talks.
"I'm happy here," Walsh said. "I
love what we've accomplished in one
year. I really didn't seriously consider
taking a closer look at it."
Sator, who was hired during the offseason, knew Walsh when the secondyear Maine coach was playing hockey at
Bowling Green State University.
Sator and Walsh coached the Bowling
Green High School team together and
have coached at other hockey clinics.

NEW YORK (AP) — Patick
Ewing, saying he is not St. Patrick
let alone a franchise savior, singed
a contract Wednesday with the
New York Knicks that makes him
the highest-paid rookie ever in pro
basketball and one of the richest
ever in professional sports.
The value and length of the contract were not disclosed by Ewing,
the Knicks or ProServ., Inc., the
Washington-based agency that
handled the negotiations for the
7-foot center from Georgetown
University. Estimates ranged from
five to seven years and from $12
million to $15 million.

A 26-minute, multi-media history of rock'n'roll from the 50's through

the 80's.
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DATE: Monday, Sept. 23 TIME: 7,8,9, 10 pm FACILITY: Hauck Auditorium
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: Focus
LOOK FOR THE KODAK PHOTO EXHIBIT IN: The Union
FREE ADMISSION
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